
AN EYE OPENER FROM AN ARTICLE ABOUT THE BLACK HOLOCAUST

Reading Journal Week 2 Alt. Black Holocaust. When Dr. Lewis mentioned this alternative reading to do, and warned us
that it is very depressing, and basically.

African Americans are more likely to get rejected for a home mortgage and when they do get accepted they
pay higher interest loans or have subprime mortgages. If they received loans they were usually ones with high
interest. Adedapo 1 This separation that was everywhere in culture also applied to the housing district. Home
equity is a huge asset because depending on your location over time it can increase significantly and you can
use that money for multiple sources or even save it up. Another thing that was absolutely sad and devastating
was how they forced the blacks to rest. For example only 18 percent of African-American fourth-graders were
proficient in reading and only 19 percent scored as proficient in math. This was not so. Since those
neighborhoods could not be financed that meant if you was looking to own a home or business in the area you
either have the money to buy it or you could not get it. Some other factors that affect African Americans in the
employment hiring process is credit score checks and background checks. An indispensable contribution. By
the time an African American graduates from high school that student is likely to be ready for college than
white students are. In many African American schools. This in term lead to conflict because not all White
people could afford the suburbs and this also led to a stereotype that African Americans deteriorate the
neighborhood. Trains were separated by race. The policy started with the National Housing Act under
President Franklin Roosevelt who wanted to fight home foreclosures at the time of the Great Depression
Gaspaire 1. This basically was White men who painted their faces black and imitated African Americans.
Americas Black Holocaust Museum, n. Employment even up to today is still one of the leading causes of the
wealth gap. IBM and the Holocaust shows how the Nazi regime was able to draw immense benefit from what
was the latest achievement in punch card technology by establishing a strictly business relationship with the
leading company in this field. This article of the black holocaust, I will admit made me sort of regret that.
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Due to financial circumstances African American students are more
likely than Whites to leave school early and work in order to take care of their families.


